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COMMUNICATIONSCIENCE KNOWLEDGE INNOVATION

• We were founded in 1992 under the EU COMETT programme as a University Enterprise 

Training Partnership (UETP) to bridge the gap between academia and industry 

• We are a not-for-profit foundation, no direct funding source

• We are specialists in capturing, channelling and distributing knowledge to realise its 

full potential

• We do a significant amount of work in scientific knowledge transfer
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TERMINOLOGY



KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

Describes how knowledge 
and ideas move between the 
knowledge sources to the 
potential users of knowledge. 

It consists of a range of activities 
which aim to capture, assess 
and transmit knowledge, skills 
and competence from those 
who generate them to those 
who will utilise them. 
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Image adapted from http://eriassumarna.wordpress.com/tag/value-creation



OUR APPROACH



AQUATT APPROACH –

- Development & Testing new methodologies

- Knowledge Management leader in projects 



1ST STEP = COLLECTION

Conceptual Approach

Identification of individual “Knowledge Outputs”

KNOWLEDGE OUTPUT DEFINITION

A "Knowledge Output" is the term used to describe a unit of 
knowledge that has been generated during a scientific project. 

It is not limited to de-novo or pioneering discoveries but may also 
include new methodologies/ processes, adaptations, insights, 
alternative applications of prior know-how or knowledge.



2ND STEP = UNDERSTANDING AND ANALYSIS
OF YOUR “KNOWLEDGE OUTPUT”

A clear & concise Knowledge Output contains:
• A full profile of the knowledge (type, detailed 

description, IP ownership, completeness)

+
description, IP ownership, completeness)

• Assessment of the market readiness
• Identification of possible applications
• Identification of potential users

+



3RD STEP = TRANSFER

• Define messages, channels, medium’s and language

• Carry out transfer activities

• Identify indicators of metrics to assess transfer 

success



TAKE HOME MESSAGE: 
Effective knowledge transfer 
relies on a clear understanding 
of the Knowledge Output, the 
target user(s), the application(s) 
and the pathway(s)



KNOWLEDGE OUTPUT PATHWAY

A potential sequence of steps connecting researcher's 

Knowledge Output(s) with its ultimate impact.  

The “Pathway” principle that can apply to 

any knowledge for any target user group.any knowledge for any target user group.

What do you want the ultimate impact to be?

There is no standard route & it can take a significant amount 

of time to go from KO to full application and impact.



THE KNOWLEDGE OUTPUT PATHWAY 
EXAMPLE: MG4U workshop (potential of MG tools)

DNA Bar-coding CFP

2010 2013 2015 2018 2020 2023 2025 2028 2030

RealityPrediction



COMMUNICATION KNOWLEDGE INNOVATION

MG4U WORKSHOP EXCERCISE



KEY MESSAGE: 
It can take a significant amount 
of time to go from new knowledge 
to full application and impact. 

Responsibility for taking 
knowledge down the full KOP 
is not always clear. 



AquaTT Study funded by Irish 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA)

Science to Policy: A Step by 
Step Guide for ResearchersStep Guide for Researchers

To be published Nov. 2013



COMMUNICATION KNOWLEDGE INNOVATION

TIMELINE AND INTERACTIONS 
FOR IRISH WFD IMPLEMENTATION



KEY MESSAGE:
Professionals work in different 
worlds (practices, timelines, 
priorities, motivations, incentives)priorities, motivations, incentives)

In order to bridge the gap, a 
process approach is needed that 
ensures communication actions 
are tailor-made.



CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR FUNDING BODIESFOR FUNDING BODIES



CHALLENGE
There are significant barriers and challenges preventing successful 
knowledge transfer (KT) from being implemented by Researchers. 
These include a lack of understanding of the concepts and 
processes to carry out KT; a lack of time and resources; no clear 
mandate or incentives to carry it out. mandate or incentives to carry it out. 

JUSTIFICATION
Through AquaTT work, it is clear that the infrastructure and culture 
in the research community needs to change to better focus on 
ensuring knowledge generated using public funding is converted 
into demonstrable value creation. 



As funding agencies you can make adaptations to your funding 
programmes that require Researchers to carry out effective 
Knowledge Transfer. 

• Adjustments to each stage of the research cycle (funding priorities, 
calls, application procedure, monitoring, final evaluation, etc) in 

RECOMMENDATIONS

calls, application procedure, monitoring, final evaluation, etc) in 
order to embed the best practice principles of KT into the system.

• There are many models of designating responsibility for Knowledge 
Transfer (e.g. solely researchers, solely funding agencies, a 
combination of both, or third party intermediaries). A clear model 
should be selected and rolled out.

• Appropriate financial resources to projects and a support structure 
should be created to facilitate KT activities. 



• A Knowledge Management System should be set up within the 
funding programme to ensure better management and monitoring of 
knowledge and knowledge transfer

• Training should be provided to researchers on effective KT. This 
training could also be provided to other stakeholders. 

RECOMMENDATIONS (CONTINUED)

training could also be provided to other stakeholders. 

• It is important to highlight best practice in Knowledge Transfer as 
well as case studies that demonstrate effective uptake of science
resulting in tangible value creation. 



CONCLUSION:
In order to achieve “Blue Growth” and 
ultimately a “Blue Society”, will require 
new research knowledge being applied. 

The better able we as a Marine 
Community are to carry out Knowledge 
Transfer, the faster we will achieve our 
goals and demonstrate value creation for 
wider society.   



THANK YOU
Marieke Reuver, 
marieke@aquatt.ie
Tel: +353 1 644 9008
Web: www.aquatt.ie


